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Abstract 
 
On live events like festivals and concerts subwoofers is a part of the main system, at 
smaller concerts it is not always a possibility to use a lot of subwoofers due to for 
example lack of space or not enough money. Sometimes it might only be possible to 
use 2 or 4 subwoofers. This essay shows a research were 8 different setups with 2-4 
subwoofers were measured with Clio to see which setup to prefer when aiming for an 
even coverage in sound pressure level over the audience, at the same time that the 
level is lower on the stage. An even coverage is preferable so that there won’t be too 
large differences in the level of the lower frequencies depending on were one stand in 
the audience. Lower levels on the stage can make it easier for the musicians to hear 
themselves and avoid interference with the stage monitor system.  
     The results of these measurements shows that the setups used had a quite similar 
level both on the stage and in the audience, the difference were just a few dB. To 
avoid comb filter and unevenness in levels the results show that setups with the 
subwoofers closer to each other are better.  
 
This work contains graphics with different colors for the different settings therefore it 
should be printed with color to be able to read it all.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Subwoofers on live events  
For events such as festivals and concerts the main system also includes subwoofers to 
handle the lower frequencies and these can be placed in many different ways 
depending on what the aim is. There are three things that are mainly thought about 
while planning for the subwoofer placing: the frequency response, the impulse 
response and the sound pressure level. These three things can be adjusted by changing 
the delay or the direction of the subwoofers. [1] 
     On an event the most common thing to think about is the sound pressure level over 
the audience. The main goal is to get an even coverage over the audience-area so that 
the ones in the front wont get all of the bass and the ones in the back wont get any 
bass at all. Instead you want to place the subwoofers in such ways to get a similar 
sound pressure level independent on where in the audience you stand. At the same 
time you want the sound pressure level on stage to be lower than in the audience so 
that the musicians will have a reasonable environment to work in and it will also ease 
the requirements of the stage monitor system. [2]       
     One thing to have in mind is that there in the center of the audience area quite 
often will become a larger sound pressure level, something that is generally referred 
to as a “power alley”. These can appear on several places over the area depending on 
the placing of subwoofers and the delay time between them and they are usually 
something that is required to avoid, or else there won’t be an even coverage over the 
listeners. [1] These power alleys can appear especially if the subwoofers spacing is 
larger. At the same time the acoustical output can be smoother over the audience if 
the subwoofers are placed too close to each other. [2] Just like there will be so called 
power alleys, there can appear places in the audience were there are lower levels of 
sound pressure level, also called nodes. The reason for these possible power alleys or 
nodes is the comb-filter effect, which means that two different sound waves will 
either add to each other or there will be a cancellation, depending on the delay time 
and amplitude. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
1.2. Research question and aim  

On larger festivals and concerts the use of larger subwoofer arrays with many subs is 
usual because it makes it easier to get an even coverage over the audience. A problem 
that can occur while planning the subwoofer placing is that it’s not always possible to 
have a lot of subwoofers and therefore it may be harder to get the result aiming for. 
This can depend on that the place can’t afford several subwoofers, that there’s not 
enough space or for other reasons.  
     One reason to why several subwoofers is better is because if one want to get a 
certain directivity of the lower frequencies there have to be multiple sound sources 
and just a few subs might not be enough. If the directivity can be changed it is easier 
to decide and plan where to place the subwoofers and it can be possible to avoid 
having a lot of low frequencies were they’re not preferable. [1] For example if the aim 
is to get a lower sound pressure level on the stage the subwoofers can be placed so 
that they only play out over the audience and not so much backwards up on the stage. 
This can be possible by using a lot of subwoofers and for example making subwoofer 
clusters out of them and thereby 2-4 subwoofers probably won’t be enough to get a 
just as good result as when using more subs. [2] 
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     In some cases you might need a cardioid subwoofer to get the SPL lower on the 
stage but if you don’t have a subwoofer with the cardioid directivity it is possible to 
make one by for example placing two omnidirectional next to each other, with one of 
the subwoofers polarity reversed and a small delay added on the reversed one. [2] 
This solution takes a lot more subwoofers than it would by having real cardioid 
subwoofers but it is still a way to be able to change the directivity a bit if necessary.  
     Another benefit with having several subwoofers is that they can be placed closer 
together so that power alleys and nodes can be avoided and the sound pressure level 
between frequencies can be more even. When subwoofers are placed at a larger 
distance from each other the delay time between them increases as well and this can 
cause comb filter, which may result in cancellations and power alleys.  
 
This study looks in to a few subwoofer setups that are commonly used on smaller 
concerts with just 2-4 subwoofers in use. The idea of this study is to measure 8 
different setups to see how the sound pressure level is spread over the audience and 
on the stage and to see how the levels are compared to each other. The goal is to get 
an even coverage over the audience and still have a lower SPL on the stage. In this 
study there will only be made measurements of the sound pressure level and it will 
not focus on how the different placing solutions sounds.  
     The aim for the study is to see if one can be able to get preferable differences in 
levels between the stage and the audience with just 2-4 subwoofers. Something that 
normally takes a lot more subwoofers to achieve since it is difficult to change the 
directivity of subwoofers without multiple sources.  
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2. Background 
2.1. The PA system 

PA stands for Public Address and is used to strengthen the sounds to give a better 
balance between the instruments so that the people in the audience will hear 
everything. Some instruments with lower volume, for example vocals, need to be 
strengthen and put up at the same levels as amplified instrument such as bass guitar 
and guitar.  The PA makes it possible for a lot more people to hear the performance 
compared to only playing acoustically. During the last years the development of 
sound systems has gone really fast and nowadays the sound systems are really good 
and can handle larger levels. In the 30’s and 40’s it was more usual to have just one 
microphone for the singer and nothing more. Then when the rock music grew bigger 
in the 50’s and 60’s this changed in order to be able to control the louder music and 
also to be able to overpower the noise from the audience. [3]  
To reproduce the lower frequencies of the music a loudspeaker called woofer was 
used during the 70’s. The crossover between the higher and the lower frequencies 
then generally were around 500 Hz. When the disco music, with its powerful bass 
drum, became extremely popular in the late 70’s the audio reproduction required 
something new to reproduce the frequency range of the bass drum. New speakers with 
a crossover frequency at 80 Hz were developed since it allowed reproducing the 
sound between 40 Hz (an octave below 80 Hz) and 120 Hz (half an octave above 80 
Hz). These loudspeakers became known as subwoofers since they played below the 
woofers. [2]  
In figure 1 there is a simplified overview of a PA system and the different parts that 
the sound goes through on it’s way from the microphone or instrument to the 
loudspeaker. In this chain one can also put equalizers and other effects, for example a 
equalizer can be inserted between the mixing console and the crossover to be able to 
tune the system. There can also be added effects by sending the sound from the 
mixing console, to the effect and back again to the mixing console.  
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the parts of a PA-system.   
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2.2. Subwoofer clusters 
The subwoofers used in live sound mostly have a polar pattern that is omnidirectional 
and by adding another subwoofer close with a reversed polarity results in a pattern 
that is dipole. This setting with a dipole pattern can easily be turned in to a cardioid 
by adding a small delay to the secondary subwoofer. By removing the reversed 
polarity of the second subwoofer you can reverse the pattern so that the subwoofers 
play against the other way, for example to the front instead of backwards. Even 
though the subwoofers are placed to play forward, away from the stage, there still will 
be some low frequencies on the stage.  
     There is also a risk that the coverage over the audience won’t be even and that the 
audience that stands to the sides of the stage won’t receive as much of the lower 
frequencies as the ones in front of the middle of the stage. This will especially occur 
for audience that is placed on an area similar to an arena, where there are people on 
the sides too and not just in front of the stage. This problem of coverage can be solved 
by adding two more subwoofers, with the third one placed directly to the right of the 
primary source and with the same signal as the second unit. The fourth one will be 
placed equally spaced from the second and third unit and with polarity that is reversed 
and with no delay. The reason for this fourth subwoofer is that with just the first three 
subwoofers there is a build up of energy in the rear of the subwoofer cluster. With the 
fourth unit added you get rid of this energy and it also gives a better directivity on the 
sides and in front of the cluster. To cover the audience during a concert you can either 
add some additional subwoofers under or in front of the stage, or you can rotate the 
four subwoofers cluster so that its energy gets directed in a way that it covers the 
center audience. 
     This configuration just requires two channels of processing/amplification because 
the signal of the first and forth are the same, just as the second and third have the 
same signal.  
 
For placing with individual cardioid sources you are able to rotate the subwoofers the 
way you want to get a desired coverage. Depending on the delay time and spacing 
between the units there will be some sort of interference between the sources. [2] 
 
2.3. Sound pressure level  
Sound pressure level is the parameter that is usually uses while measuring in acoustics 
since it’s the most accessible parameter. The sound pressure level (SPL) can be 
referred to as the sound level and it is a logarithmic value of the sound pressure. To 
calculate the sound pressure level when the reference pressure is 20 µP and the sound 
pressure (p) is measured in micropascals one can use equation 1. The reason for 20 µP 
being the reference level is that it is a close value to the minimum audible pressure for 
sounds in air.  
 

€ 

SPL =10log10
p2

pref
2

= 20log10
p

20µPa
decibels

(equation 1).  

 
To get a better perspective of what these levels mean we can compare them to some 
sounds that we might be exposed to in the real world (figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Sound pressure level dB compared to sound pressure Pascal.  
 
To measure sound pressure level there are sound-level meters designed for this 
purpose. The human hearing is not flat and for example there is a roll-off both in the 
low and the high frequencies in our hearing sensitivity. At softer listening levels this 
roll off is more pronounced and therefore there are usually three different weightings 
networks to choose between on the sound-level meters, called A, B and C. Depending 
on the level of the sound-pressure to be measured one of these three networks are 
more preferred than the others, for example:  

• Network A for a SPL of 20-55 dB. 
• Network B for a SPL of 55-85 dB. 
• Network C for a SPL of 85-140 dB. [4] 

 
2.4. Sounds in the free field 
 
A free field means that there is nothing at all that will influence or change the sound 
in any way. This means that a sound in a free field is undiffracted, unreflected, 
unabsorbed, undiffused and so on. These free fields were sounds can travel without 
interference are generally just a theoretical invention but there can exist an 
approximate free field in for example anechoic chambers.  
     The inverse distance law is a way to understand how the sound changes over 
distance. The sound pressure and the distance from a source is inversely proportional 
to each other, just like the sound intensity is inversely proportional to the square of 
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the distance. For each doubling of the distance the sound pressure level reduces with 6 
dB in theory. This only applies for sounds in the free field but it works as a basis for 
understanding the sounds behavior in practical circumstances as well. [4] 
 
2.5. Comb-filter effect and standing waves  
 

If the frequency response of a signal is effected with a delayed reflection this is often 
referred to as a comb-filter.  
     Superposition is an example of when both destructive and constructive 
interferences will appear, for example on sounds. For two sounds this means that they 
will either summarize or they will cancel each other depending on the phase. For 
example if a 60 Hz tone gets to a microphone at the same time as another 60 Hz tone 
with the same amplitude and the same phase they will reinforce and deliver an output 
voltage twice as large, with a 6 db increase. If they instead have the same amplitude 
but one of the signals (tones) is out of phase with 180° they will acoustically cancel 
each other which means that the output voltage from the microphone will fall to zero.  
     Also signals with another amplitude can interfere with the sound and make 
changes in the spectral shape, for example reflections from walls and floor depending 
on for example the angle of incidence and the surface acoustical characteristics. A 
comb-filter is produced when a direct sound is combined with its reflections and one 
characteristic in the frequency response will be nulls, also called notches. These 
appear when the signals cancel each other due to different phase.  
     It is the delay between the reflected and the direct sound that determines the peaks 
and nulls frequencies. At the point where the period is twice the delay time the first 
nulls frequency appear, which can be calculated with: f=1/(2t), where the t stands for 
the delay in seconds. On each odd multiple (1,3,5,7 and so on) nulls will appear 
successive. For peaks the first one will appear at f=1/t and after that successive at 
1,2,3,4,5 and etcetera.  
     If the delay time between reflected and direct sound increases the number of 
superposition will increase as well, in other words, the risk of getting problems with 
comb-filter is larger the more the delay time increases. [4]  
 
When talking about standing waves in rooms these peaks and nulls is called antinodes 
(reinforcement, maximum) and nodes (cancellation, minimum). A standing wave in a 
room appear when the sound waves superposition and along the wave there will be 
nodes and antinodes, which can be audible if walking along it and it’s in an audible 
frequency and amplitude. In a room there are many ways node can appear since a 
room has three dimensions height, width and length. Because of the walls the sounds 
can reflect from more than two surfaces, which can create other kinds of nodes as 
well. [4] 
 
2.6. Cardioid subwoofers 
 

In situations were there are concerts or festivals indoor the ideal thing would be to 
have unidirectional arrays so that they could be placed in a way to avoid a lot of 
reflections from the sides or the back wall. This desirable behavior is more or less 
achieved for the higher frequencies since the backward lobe is relatively week. This is 
however not the case for the lower frequencies in an array since they get more 
omnidirectional the lower in frequency they get.  
     It is really simple to make a cardioid subwoofer by using two monopole sources 
with opposite polarity, placing them together and adding a delay to one of them. 
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When a delay is added it means that the time have been changed so that one of the 
sounds will come after the other. The delay time is usually specified in milliseconds 
(ms). [5]  
     Gradient loudspeakers are the most common technique to use when keeping 
control of the low- frequency directionality. This technique is based on the knowledge 
about controlling the direction of microphones and was proposed in 1973 by Olson. 
As Olson described it: “A gradient loudspeaker is: A loudspeaker consisting of two or 
more loudspeakers separated in space and operating with a difference in phase or 
powers of the difference in phase between the loudspeakers” [2]. Through this method 
the loudspeakers can achieve different polar responses and the three basic polar 
patterns are cardioid, dipole and omnidirectional. The zero-order gradient sound 
source is the simplest pattern and only consists of one omnidirectional speaker. By 
placing two omnidirectional units next to each other with opposite polarity it becomes 
a first-order gradient sound source, also called a dipole. This pattern looks like an 
eight. If we use the same setup as the first-order gradient sound source and just 
change the delay time with a small amount on one of them the polar pattern will 
cardioid. So just by adding different units with different delay and phase one can 
create many different polar patterns with omnidirectional speakers or subwoofers. [2].  
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3. Method 

A large part of this examination was based on real world measurements of subwoofers 
placed in a room in different setups, all to be able to see the sound pressure level at 
different frequencies. The goal for this test was to be able to easier see the difference 
between setups and because of this, measurements were made instead of for example 
a listening test, which more show how people perceive the differences. Since the 
research focus on subwoofers all these tests were made with only subwoofers and 
without a main PA playing. Clio were used to make the measurements since it is a 
good program that is able to measure the sound pressure level for several frequencies 
(with sine sweeps) and show the results in diagrams that get a good overview of the 
levels. An ordinary SPL-meter could as well have been used but this would have 
taken a lot more time and therefore Clio was chosen.  
This examination was made in two different steps, first there were made some 
simulations in ArrayCalc and afterwards real world measurements made with 4 Nexo 
subwoofers. There were made 6 simulations and 8 measurements and for these a 
stepped sine sweep were used. The signal from Clio was sent in to a Mini Drive 
before it was sent in to the amps, all to be able to control the delay time for the 
subwoofers.  
 
3.1. Venue:  
The measurements took place in Black box, Acusticum, in Piteå. This is a concert hall 
with the size; Length 21,866 m x With 11,866 m x Height 9 m. In the room there is 
also an orchestra pit in the floor made for concerts with an orchestra. When it’s not in 
use the pit is covered with floor and at the time of the measurements it was not 
damped in any way. [6] 
 
3.2. Equipment  

4 Nexo SL 1200  
2 Nexo amps 
1 Mini Drive 
1 Computer with Clio 
1 Microphone for measurements 
Cables  
 
ArrayCalc version V6.4 
CLIOwin 6,5 
 
3.3. Setups 

During this test 8 setups were used. The setups measured were some of the most 
common setups seen on smaller concerts such as one subwoofer on each side of the 
stage, four subwoofers spread equally in front of the stage and two in the middle of 
the stage. This was a way to compare which setup is most appropriate when you want 
to have an even SPL coverage over the audience and a lower level on the stage. Some 
of the setups were just the same when it comes to the placing; the difference was 
instead the delay time on the subwoofers.  
     Setup 1 (figure 3) was a basic setup with one subwoofer on each side of the stage, 
both with the same polarity and the delay-time put on 0 ms. The second setup (figure 
4) was just the same as the first one with the only difference that there now were to 
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subwoofers stacked on each side. These setups were used because they are very 
commonly used on smaller concerts, probably because it is so easy to just put the 
subwoofers on each side of the stage.  
     Setup 3-5 (figure 5-7) were exactly the same in placing, the spacing between them 
was about 94 centimeters. These were made to be able to compare the setups with a 
larger spacing (left and right) with the ones with a smaller spacing to see if there are 
any noticeable comb filter consequences. In setup 3 there was no delay on the 
subwoofers, on setup 4 the two in the middle had a delay-time of 3 ms and on setup 5 
the two furthest to the sides had a delay-time of 3 ms. In the figures the delayed units 
have a D written on them.  
     Setup 6 (figure 8) consisted of two units, this time with both placed in the middle 
of the stage instead of one on each side to be able to compare the difference.  
     In setup 7 (figure 9) A and C have the same settings with no delay on and facing 
the audience, while B is turned back to front facing the stage. B also have a reversed 
phase and a 2 ms delay added to it.  
     Setup 8 (figure 9) is exactly the same as setup 7 with the only change that the 
delay-time on B now is set on 2,5 ms. These two setups were based on a setup made 
by Rog Mogale and is the only setup in this test where a cardioid subwoofer is made 
by the omnidirectional subwoofers used in this experiment. [7]. 
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Figure 3. Two subwoofers in front of 
the stage, one left and one right.  
 
 

 
Figure 4. Two subwoofers in front of 
the stage on each side, left and right. 

 
Figure 5. Four subwoofers in front of 
the stage, all with the same settings.  

 
 Figure 6. Four subwoofers in front of 
the stage, with 3 ms delay on the two 
in the middle. 

 
Figure 7. Four subwoofers in front of 
the stage, with 3 ms delay on the two 
on the sides (left and right).  

 
Figure 8. Two subwoofers in front of 
the stage, in the middle of it. 
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Figure 9. Three subwoofers, A and C with the same settings and playing towards the 
audience, B with a inverted phase, playing towards the stage. The delay times were 2 
ms in setup 7 and 2,5 ms in setup 8.  
 
3.4. Simulations  
Before the measurements took place the setups were made in ArrayCalc to be able to 
compare the real world measurements with simulations. ArrayCalc is a system design 
program made by d&b and for the simulations the Q-sub were chosen since this is the 
subwoofer that is most similar to a Nexo SL 1200, both consisting of 1x18’’ driver. [8 
and 9]. Simulations were made for setup 1-6 in ArrayCalc. Setup 7 and 8 could not be 
done completely since it is not possible to change the phase setup in the used version 
of ArrayCalc. The subwoofers can be turn 180° but the phase cannot be inverted.  
 
3.5. Placing of measuring points   

The measuring points in the room were the same for all the setups. Totally there were 
25 points, 15 in the audience area and 10 on the stage to get a better view of the levels 
in the room at different points (figure 10). The stage and the floor were on the same 
level for the measurement.   
     8 of the measuring points were decided where to be before they were marked out.  
These were the 5 points in the middle of the audience, with 2 meters distance between 
each point, and the 3 points on the stage with a distance of 1 meter. The reason for 
this was to see the SPL change over distance. All the other measuring points were 
decided where to be while marking out all points in the room. They were marked out 
on the floor and then measured to see the distance to the middle of the room and the 
front of the stage (table 1).  
     The measuring points were spread over the audience and stage area with different 
distance to each other. Just a few points were symmetrical but mainly there were non-
symmetrical points. Since the room is like a box and the subwoofers were placed 
symmetrical there would probably be the same values in the symmetrical points. 
Therefore the points were mainly marked out non-symmetrical.  
 
The microphone was placed at a height of 1,6m.  
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Figure 10. The measuring points in Black box, P (audience) and S (stage).  
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Table 1. The measuring points distance to the middle of the room and the front of the 

stage.  
  

3.6. Clio and settings 
The measurements were made with Clio, an acoustical measurement system. They 
were made with a stepped sine sweep between 18-130 Hz, with 1/48 octave. No gate 
or delay was added in the program settings.  
     First of all a measurement of the room without any sound from the subwoofers 
were made at point P9 to see the sound pressure level of the background noise (figure 
11). After that the level of the subwoofers were measured at point P6 for setup 1 with 
the result 69,5 dBSPL at 60 Hz. All settings were the same during the whole 
experiment, nothing changed except for the amount of subwoofers, delay time and 
phase.   
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Figure 11. Result of measurement without any subwoofers, the room only.  

 
As we can see on this graph of the noise in the room it is on a quite low level, never 
over 60 dBSPL that is the level of normal speech. These sounds are probably mainly 
from the ventilation system, the computer and the amplifier for the subwoofers. Since 
all the frequencies are low, under 130 Hz and our ear have a roll-off on both high and 
low frequencies this means that they have to be a lot higher to be disturbing.  
     Compared to a Noise Rating curve the levels in a concert hall should not exceed 
the NR 25 curve, by looking at the curve above the result fits between NR 20 and NR 
30 [9]. In other words the levels for the noise in the room is low enough to be 
acceptable in this room. Noise rating curves are mainly used in Europe while noise 
criteria curves (NC) are used in the USA. Both the NR and NC curves are standard 
curves that show the criteria for the noise levels at frequency bands and how much 
noise is acceptable. When comparing the levels in a room against the NR curves it is 
the nearest curve above that it relates to (where none of the measured results rises 
over the levels in the NR curve). [10] 
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4. Results and analysis  
 
4.1. ArrayCalc simulations 
The following figures (figure 12-17) show the results of the simulations in ArrayCalc 
for setup 1-6 at 63Hz. The reason that 63 Hz is chosen for this result and analysis part 
is because this is a frequency that has a higher sound pressure level on the stage than 
in the audience for setup 1 and 2 and it is interesting to see how it differs from the 
other setups as well. This is also a frequency that is audible, the subwoofers can 
handle to play it fully and it is a lower frequency that means that it will be quite 
omnidirectional which might have an influence on the result.  
     As mentioned earlier (in 3.4.) setup 7 and 8 could not be done in ArrayCalc since it 
is not possible to convert the phase in the program and therefore there are no 
ArrayCalc pictures of them.  
     For each division (change of color) there is a loss of 6 dB, where the red got the 
highest SPL and the dark blue got the lowest. Unfortunately ArrayCalc doesn’t show 
the exact SPL level to begin with while using just subwoofer arrays; therefore it’s not 
possible to know the expected levels in the different divisions.  
 

 
 Figure 12. 63 Hz at setup 1.   Figure 13. 63 Hz at setup 2. 

 
 Figure 14. 63 Hz at setup 3.  Figure 15. 63 Hz at setup 4. 
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  Figure 16. 63 Hz at setup 5.  Figure 17. 63 Hz at setup 6.  
 
In all of these settings there is still a lot of bass on the stage since the subwoofers are 
placed directly in front of the stage. The setup that seems to be the most suitable (that 
have a low amount of lower frequencies on the stage) is setup 4 (figure 15), but at the 
same time the output over the audience is very low as well. Setup 1 and 2 (figure 12 
and 13) are almost identical to each other and both spreads a lot to the sides and not 
so much to the front or to the back. Setup 6 (figure 17) spreads all over the area with a 
smaller amount in the stage but not so far out in the audience.  
     Setup 5 (figure 16) gives quit large amount of bass on the stage but seemingly a lot 
of bass out over the audience as well. The bass on the stage is more directed to the 
sides of the stage and there is a lower level in the middle of the stage.  
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4.2. Graphics  
Each graphic show the setups 1-8 for one measuring point (figures 18-23).  
     On the x-axis the frequency is seen and on the y-axis the sound pressure level in 
dBSPL is seen. This means that the graphics show how the sound pressure level 
changes for different frequencies at the same measuring point and with the different 
setups compared to each other. This way we can also see room-nodes and antinodes.  
 
The different colors are for the different setups.  
Setup1: Red  Setup2: Grey   Setup3: Green  Setup4: Yellow 
Setup5: Orange  Setup6: Blue  Setup7: Purple  Setup8: Light 
Blue 
 
4.2.1. Audience area  

 
 

Figure 18, setup 1-8 at P3. 
 

In P3 we can see that the red line (setup 1) is very uneven and for example have a 
large dip around 70 Hz. This could be because of room nodes at these specific 
frequencies where it is lower. We can also see that the yellow line (setup 4) is quite 
even over frequencies.  
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Figure 19, setup 1-8 at P6.  

 
At point P6 we can see that all the setups are quite uneven between the frequencies on 
all the setups. At about 95 Hz we can see that all the setups have a dip and this is 
probably because of a room node. One notable thing between this point and P3 is that 
setup 1 (the red line) doesn’t have just as large dips as in P6, instead it is the orange 
line (setup 5) that have more nodes shown.  
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Figure 20, setup 1-8 at P9. 

 
Point P9 we can see that the setups are really similar to each other, the nodes seem to 
appear on the same places for all the setups and the average SPL value is more even.  

 
When comparing the graphics for P3 (figure 18), P6 (figure 19) and P9 (figure 20) 
none of the setups are as even between frequencies as one might prefer them to be. 
Setup 4 (yellow) is quite even on the three points and so also setup 3 (green) but if we 
look at setup 1 (red) and 5 (orange) they differ a lot in all of the points. However, the 
further away from the stage the curves get more even.  
     As we can see there is a roll-off for all frequencies between 20-30 Hz where the 
levels are lower and they are quite similar between the setups.  
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4.2.2. Stage area  

 
Figure 21, all setup 1-8 at S2. 

 
At S2 the sound pressure level between the frequencies are very even but we can also 
see that the level on the stage is around 90-100 dBSPL for all of the setups. This is 
still a quite high level when the aim is to reduce the low frequency level on the stage 
and keep a lower SPL there.  

 
Figure 22, setup 1-8 at S5. 
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At S5 there are a bit more nodes that appear compared to setup S2 but the setups are 
still quite similar to each other.  
 

 
Figure 23, setup 1-8 at S8. 

 
Compared to the audience area the stage area with graphics from S2 (figure 21), S5 
(figure 22) and S8 (figure 23) have a more even spread in SPL between the 
frequencies in all the setups. Especially between 35 Hz-60 Hz. Above 60 Hz there 
seem to be more interference. Also on the stage Setup 4 (yellow) is the one with the 
most even SPL. The level on the stage however is quite high and in most setups 
almost just as high as in the audience.  
 
4.3. Calculating the arithmetic average 
Since there were made a lot of measurements (totally 200 since there were 25 
measuring points and 8 different setups) calculating the arithmetic average is a way to 
make it easier to see the differences between the levels on the stage and in the 
audience. Because of the sound pressure level being logarithmic there are logarithmic 
equations that has to be done.  

4.3.1 Formulas 
If there are two different sounds, for example a fan (A) and a ventilation system (B) 
the combined dBSPL can be calculated with the formula below (equation 2). [4]   
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   (equation 2) 
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Since this calculation only is for calculating the combined dB for two different sounds 
we have to change it a bit to calculate the arithmetic average for the SPL on a specific 
measure point. The formula used in the calculations made for this report is:  

 
(equation	  3)	  	  

	  
The	  calculations	  were	  made	  with	  excel	  and	  the	  result	  for	  the	  audience	  is	  of	  
course	  separate	  from	  the	  ones	  on	  the	  stage.	  	  
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4.3.2. Tables 
Table 2 shows the arithmetic average for setup 1-4 and table 3 shows the average for 
setup 5-8, where the A stands for Audience and S for Stage. The frequencies showed 
are the ones closest to those seen in ArrayCalc.  
 
Table 2. The arithmetic average for Setup 1-4, A for audience S for Stage.  

Freq. Setup 1 Setup 2 Setup 3 Setup 4 
 

Hz. A S A S A S A S 
32,08	   77,0	   83,2	   81,7	   89,0	   85,7	   91,9	   88,3	   91,6	  
40,39	   90,3	   86,8	   96,1	   92,3	   97,0	   96,4	   96,9	   97,2	  
50,12	   89,8	   91,5	   95,4	   96,8	   96,4	   98,0	   96,7	   98,3	  
60,43	   94,2	   90,4	   100,7	   94,6	   96,0	   91,4	   98,8	   94,8	  
63,1	   89,1	   90,8	   94,6	   96,8	   96,5	   92,8	   97,4	   95,2	  
80,58	   90,7	   86,6	   95,8	   90,6	   95,4	   93,4	   96,8	   94,1	  
100	   86,3	   83,1	   91,5	   86,9	   92,3	   86,7	   92,1	   90,1	  
110,6	   83,3	   81,3	   88,1	   85,2	   86,1	   86,0	   88,7	   86,7	  
120,57	   83,9	   82,0	   89,2	   86,9	   89,4	   82,7	   89,2	   85,9	  
125,89	   82,1	   76,6	   87,7	   81,1	   83,8	   80,9	   85,7	   80,9	  
131,45	   81,0	   78,3	   85,8	   82,8	   83,3	   81,7	   85,5	   81,0	  
 
 
Table 3. The arithmetic average for Setup 5-8, A for audience S for Stage. 

Freq. Setup 5 Setup 6 Setup 7 Setup 8 
 

Hz. A S A S A S A S 
32,08	   86,4	   92,2	   86,2	   90,1	   85,6	   88,7	   85,7	   88,7	  
40,39	   96,5	   96,5	   93,8	   95,4	   93,5	   94,9	   93,6	   95,0	  
50,12	   96,1	   96,9	   94,0	   94,4	   95,6	   94,5	   95,9	   94,3	  
60,43	   96,3	   89,1	   97,3	   91,0	   96,1	   89,2	   96,4	   88,9	  
63,1	   95,4	   91,9	   95,7	   91,6	   95,4	   90,7	   95,6	   90,0	  
80,58	   92,6	   91,3	   93,5	   91,6	   93,6	   89,4	   93,7	   89,0	  
100	   89,9	   87,9	   91,6	   86,8	   90,9	   88,4	   90,8	   88,0	  
110,6	   86,6	   84,2	   89,0	   84,2	   88,8	   86,4	   88,4	   85,4	  
120,57	   86,4	   85,4	   89,6	   82,3	   86,6	   82,9	   86,7	   82,2	  
125,89	   84,4	   81,3	   86,5	   78,1	   84,1	   81,2	   84,0	   80,4	  
131,45	   84,2	   79,8	   85,7	   80,2	   80,9	   79,0	   80,9	   77,4	  
 
 
To get a better view of the difference between the sound pressure level on the stage 
and tin the audience the arithmetic average were calculated for all measuring points in 
each setup (table 4).  
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Table 4. Arithmetic average on each setup, audience and stage are separated.  
	   Audience	  	   Stage	  	  
Setup	  1	  	   88,9	   87,3	  
Setup	  2	  	   94,7	   92,4	  
Setup	  3	   94,0	   92,7	  
Setup	  4	   95,0	   93,8	  
Setup	  5	   93,2	   92,0	  
Setup	  6	   93,1	   90,9	  
Setup	  7	  	   92,7	   90,4	  
Setup	  8	  	   92,9	   90,1	  
 
The arithmetic average between the stage area and the audience area are quite similar 
in all the setups. For some setups the average is even higher on the stage than in the 
area for some of the frequencies, for example at 63,1 Hz in setup 1 and 2. Setup 7 and 
8 are the ones with the largest difference between stage and audience while looking at 
63 Hz but it still just differs about 5 dB between them.  
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5. Discussion 
 
The setups used in this essay are a few of the ones usually seen on smaller concerts. 
Setup 1 and 2 might be the most common way to place the subwoofers, with one or 
two subwoofers on each side of the stage. By looking at the results from these 
measurements it seems like none of the eight setups are really good if you want to 
keep the level lower on the stage for the lower frequencies. The differences between 
the levels on the stage compare to the levels in the audience are not large enough and 
it is the same for all of the setups. Since there were 15 measuring point in the 
audience and 10 on the stage there are larger differences between maximum and 
minimum level in the audience (also due to the distance between measuring point and 
subwoofer), but the calculations still give the average sound pressure level for both 
places.  
     When comparing all of the graphics from the measurements (all available to see in 
the appendix) the setups were quite similar in coverage but there were some 
noticeable differences. For example, setup 1 and 2 are the ones with the most uneven 
sound pressure level between different frequencies. The other setups are a more even 
but that also depends a lot on which measuring point the data is taken from. This 
differences in coverage is something seen when comparing the simulations from 
ArrayCalc as well.  
     Another thing that can be seen while comparing the results from the stage against 
the results from the audience is that the sound pressure levels over frequency is more 
similar to each other on the stage for the eight setups and that the nodes are not as 
large and many on the stage. This could be because the measuring points on the stage 
are closer to each other and the fact that they are behind the subwoofers. When 
measuring points further away in the audience gets a more even SPL between the 
frequencies and the nodes are not as large. A reason for that could be that the 
amplitude and delay time between the different sounds wont be as large as they are 
when getting closer to the subwoofers. Therefore the reinforcement and cancellations 
might not be just as noticeable the further away from the subwoofers one gets. 
     Since setup 1 and 2 are the ones with the most unevenness one can assume that it 
is better to place the subwoofers closer to each other to avoid power alleys and nodes 
and therefore it is preferable to place the subwoofers equally over the stage or next to 
the middle of the stage instead of one subwoofer on each side. This got a lot to do 
with the comb-filter effect and the unevenness is due to the delay time between the 
sound sources. Another part of the effect is that the further away from the sound 
source one gets, the SPL gets more even between the frequencies, in other words, the 
coverage is more even further away. This is due to the delay time, the further away 
one gets, the less difference there is in distance to the sound sources.  
 
Setup 7 and 8 were the only setups in this examination based on making cardioid 
subwoofers out of omnidirectional subwoofers. The results of these two setups are 
quite similar to the other setups and there is only a difference of 2-3 dB between the 
stage and the audience. A reason for this result could be that the delay time of the 
subwoofer playing against the stage were not completely right and therefore the 
setups did not create enough cancellations on the stage area as hopes for. To get a 
better result of this placing it might have been a good idea to try to calculate a bit 
more on what the delay time should have been instead of just choosing two different 
delay times.  
      
The reason that the area between 20-30 Hz is quite similar to all the setups and that 
the levels are lower there could be because it is under the subwoofers usable range 
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and that they are not able to play these frequencies fully. The differences in this area 
could instead be due to how close the measuring microphone were to the ventilation, 
the amplifiers and other things that might have given a noise. The levels are still quite 
low and more similar to the level of the background noise that was measured in the 
beginning.  
     By looking at the simulations in ArrayCalc we can see that in all of the setups 
there are a lot of lower frequencies on the stage and that the difference between the 
stage and audience are quite small. This is also what’s been shown in the real world 
measurement which means that the simulations gives a quite good image of how the 
setups will behave. Therefore it might be a good thing while planning for a subwoofer 
array to first see in ArrayCalc what it will look like before placing the subwoofers. 
Even if it won’t be exactly the same it can still get a good preview of how the result of 
the placing might be and therefore also save some time.  
      
This research wasn’t able to come up with a suitable solution for placing of the 
subwoofers when the aim is the get an even coverage over the audience and still have 
a lower SPL on the stage. The results from the eight different setups are quite similar 
to each other and none of them seem to be the best solution of subwoofer placement 
for this specific aim.  
     Even though the result wasn’t as different as hoped they might still be in good use 
for others that want to continue this research.   
 
5.1. Reliability 
In this test all the settings were the same for all the setups except for the amount of 
subwoofers, the delay time and the placing. Therefore there were not any factors in 
the setup that could have influenced the result. One thing that could have influenced 
the result is the orchestra pit because of it being just an empty box that is not damped 
it could give some resonance at different frequencies.   
     Another thing that could have differed between the different measuring points is 
the placing of the microphone. The height of it were the same for all the points and so 
where the placing in the room, but since it were moved between all the points the 
microphone might have pointed a few centimeters different between them even if the 
aim was that it would be directed straight forward, against the stage all the time. So 
due to the human factor there might be some small differences in placing, just a few 
centimeters but still a difference. This might have had a small impact on the results 
but other than that these results have a large reliability. 
 
The method used in this examination was to measure only the subwoofers without the 
main PA, this because the focus was on the subwoofers and not the whole system. 
The subwoofers got their own outputs on the amps and therefore it should not matter 
that the rest of the PA was not in use. One thing that could have influenced the work 
is the crossover and how it is made, however, in the specifications for the Nexo 
subwoofers it can be read that the crossover frequency is at 80 Hz and that the usable 
range is between 29-130 Hz. The subwoofers therefore should be able to play all the 
frequencies without any problem.  
 
This method is quite similar to other research were they make simulations and 
compare them to real world measurements. In the planning of this experiment a few 
of these researches were read and the methods used in some of them are similar to the 
one used in this essay. One larger difference is that they in one of them [2] had a lot 
more simulations in programs that show the results better. The Finite-Difference 
Time-Domain method is quite often used in other research in this area. The method 
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used in this essay worked well for the examinations since it gave the results needed to 
make a comparison but it might have been easier to use another program for the 
simulations. Partial because ArrayCalc couldn’t show the exact levels of the lower 
frequencies; it only shows the exact levels for the main PA which was not used for 
this project. Since ArrayCalc is a program made for loudspeakers from d&b it might 
be some differences in the results but not any large ones because of the fact that 
subwoofers are omnidirectional and works on similar ways independent of 
manufacturer.   
     When it comes to real world measurements not all the earlier research had just as 
many measuring points as the ones used in this work, for example one research only 
used 10 different measuring points, 7 in the audience and 3 on the stage, all lined up 
and not spread out over the area [2]. Another thing that is different between this 
examination compared to earlier work is the use of flown subwoofers. This is 
something that was chosen not to use for this experiment since it was not possible to 
fly the subwoofers used for the experiment in the room used. The lack of time and 
that fact that the author was alone during the experiment also affected the choice.  
      
5.2. Conclusion 

The aim of this experiment was to see if it with 2-4 subwoofers is possible to get an 
even sound pressure level coverage for the lower frequencies over the audience at the 
same time as the SPL on the stage are lower. This can be hard to achieve since there 
have to be several subwoofers to be able to change the direction of the sound. The 
setups measured in this examination are some of the more common setups seen on 
smaller events and the test includes both simulations and real world measurements.  
     The arithmetic average between the different setups measured in this experiment 
doesn’t have enough difference between the level on the stage and in the audience. 
This means that none of these setups were able to fulfill the goal to get a lower sound 
pressure level on the stage, at the same time as there is an even coverage over the 
audience.  
 
Since the difference is very small between the levels on the stage and in the audience 
we can assume that the amount of subwoofers were too low to be able to fulfill the 
goal. To be able to get the result wanted it might be better to use several subwoofers 
and make larger arrays or subwoofers clusters to be able to change the direction more 
to take the lower frequencies off the stage. These setups could perhaps have given a 
better result with cardiod subwoofers instead of omnidirectional.  
 
5.3. Further research  

There is still a lot to do in this area for the one that is interested. In this paper just a 
few different setups were compared and for further research other solutions might be 
good to look up. For example it would be interesting to look into other settings with 
cardioid subwoofers and try to change the directions so that less lower frequencies 
spreads to the stage area.  
     All setups were put as close to the stage as possible, this might have had an impact 
on the results and it may be good to put the subwoofers a bit forward from the stage 
and not directly in front of it.  
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Appendix:  
 
All Graphics  
Setup1: Red  Setup2: Grey   Setup3: Green  Setup4: Yellow 
Setup5: Orange  Setup6: Blue  Setup7: Purple  Setup8: Light 
Blue 
 
These graphics show all the setups, 1-8, together for each measuring point in the 
audience:    

 
Setup 1-8 for P1. 
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Setup 1-8 for P2. 

 
Setup 1-8 for P3. 
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Setup 1-8 for P4.  

 

 
Setup 1-8 for P5.  
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Setup 1-8 for P6. 

 
Setup 1-8 for P7.  
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Setup 1-8 for P8. 

 
Setup 1-8 for P9. 
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Setup 1-8 for P10. 

 
Setup 1-8 for P11.  
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Setup 1-8 for P12. 

 
Setup 1-8 for P13. 
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Setup 1-8 for P14. 

 
Setup 1-8 for P15. 
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These graphics show all the setups, 1-8, together for each measuring point on the 
stage: 

 
Setup 1-8 for S1. 

 
Setup 1-8 for S2. 
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Setup 1-8 for S3. 

 
Setup 1-8 for S4.  
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Setup 1-8 for S5. 

 
Setup 1-8 for S6.  
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Setup 1-8 for S7. 

 
Setup 1-8 for S8. 
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Setup 1-8 for S9. 

 

 
Setup 1-8 for S10.  
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ArrayCalc Simulations  
 
Setup 1 at 32Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz, 100Hz and 125Hz:  
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Setup 2 at 32Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz, 100Hz and 125Hz: 
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Setup 3 at 32Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz, 100Hz and 125Hz: 
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Setup 1 at 32Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz, 100Hz and 125Hz:  
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Setup 5 at 32Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz, 100Hz and 125Hz: 
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Setup 6 at 32Hz, 40Hz, 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz, 100Hz and 125Hz: 
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